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Cryptograms are a great way to obtain the “ Fill in a few letters, and a pattern emerges;”
moment.like Bathtime, Greek Gods, Headgear, and “crypto-lists” up the fun and the task. Rather
than just determining a pithy quotation, solvers have to decipher an entire list of encoded terms,

phrases, titles, or names that suit a category— These “ Yankovic Parodies.Weird Al”aha! everything
clicks, and the message turns into clear. And, just to make things just a little harder, sometimes

you have to develop the category, too!
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Fun for an instant break I'm more than halfway through the reserve, and I'm having fun, even
when I have no idea ANY of the items! Love! It's fun and relevant.In addition to the author's
instructions and hints, I've several moments needed a listing of possibilities, usually from
Wikipedia. Also, a lot more than letter regularity, I look at double letters, and often at the
shortest as well as the longest phrases. My 12-year-old girl also had fun helping out. Sigh.The
format is very attractive in that you can dive in anywhere in the book anytime you have a few
minutes to spare during the day. Several times, I've actually had to vacation resort to getting the
first item from the answers...! Five Stars Great fun! I'm Addicted I really like this book - I possibly
could spend hours doing the crypto-lists. A few of the designs of the lists certainly are a little bit
obscure, however they are fun however. It'll make toilet period something to look forward to.
Buy this puzzle book.) With 200 lists, carrying out one is a terrific way to take a short break from
another thing. Buy it. I recommend this book if you are a lover of cryptograms, or decoding. I
had a lot of fun with these puzzles I had lots of fun with these puzzles! Once in a while, a word
under no circumstances does seem to fit the category, and as it happens it's something regional
("jimmies" on ice cream ?jab Five Stars Hours of fun!! But it's still all fun. Bite-sized fun Recently I
find myself carrying Scott Weiss's newest Crypto-Lists everywhere I go.) or obscure. These more
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creative lists provides new solving experience to your otherwise simple cryptolists.Categories
range from straight-forwards (magazine titles, pizza toppings) to more difficult-to-guess
(palindromes, famous streets, soft things) to mystery themes (no category is given).The book
contains 200 individual puzzles arranged roughly from easy to hard. The hard puzzles aren't just
about obscure categories but likewise incorporate wordplay. For example,"Gameshows for
Animals" might include WHALE OF FORTUNE and SEAL OF THE CENTURY, "Nearly a Fruit"
contains words that are one letter away from becoming a fruit such as DARE (one letter away
from DATE).Phrase puzzlers should be familiar with cryptolists: an encrypted list (with about
10-12 entries) is given combined with the group of each list.If you are not into cryptograms - still
give this reserve a try. You would be surprised at just how much you in fact know. Looking
towards see even more from Scott. (For instance, since I don't view TV sitcoms, I've never heard
of The "TV Bars and Restaurants" (list #61). Love this crypto file format! Please sell similar to it. A
great book for anybody who likes phrase puzzles.
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